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You can register in some countries for VAT and get a VAT registration number. Usually your 

turnover goes over a certain level to do this. You may need to employ a local company to 

manage the return. In this example we look at Ireland who charges 23% VAT to customers. 

For a Detailed explanation see the Norway VAT Setup document as it’s the same procedure. 

We presume: 

- When a customer buys EG £100 item it would be x 23% = £123  

- These sales are part of your sales to be shown in Box 6 on your UK VAT return.  

You don’t just want to show £100 on the UK VAT return but £123 in the example 

above.  

- An EC Sales or Intrastat is not required.  

We suggest the following: 

- Create a Sales Tax Code for Ireland “IE 23 Std Rated Sales”. 

Add to Box 6 in VAT Return, this will display the net value. EG above £100 

 

- Create a Nominal Code e.g. “2240 Ireland VAT” and make the Tax Component use 

this. So all sales VAT will be posted to 2240. This is then the total VAT owed to 

Ireland.  

 

- When you do a bank payment to pay Ireland the VAT owed it would be done from 

the 2240 nominal code and UK 9 None Taxable Purchases tax code keeping the 

balance owed correct.  

 

- Create a nominal code “2241 Ireland VAT Adjustments” so any vatable journals we 

do can go there. As default the net value will be shown in Box 6 but we need to also 

add the 23% in example above £23 as well. This means you will need to do a 

vatable journal. Taking it away from Output Tax to Output Goods.  

 

- Change the Customer Class and Ship to Class template for Ireland to default to the 

new tax code, so if you create new customers from Ireland it will default in the tax 

codes.  

 

- Update existing Ireland customers and ship tos with the new tax code, so if they 

place further orders they get the new code.  

 

- Add the Ireland VAT Reg number to invoices for Ireland customers. A change to 

layout can be done to automatically show based on the country of the customer.  

 

- Create a report on the Ireland Tax code, with date range and ledger month range, so 

you can do an Ireland VAT return manually.  

 

- Create a procedure for Ireland VAT Return. EG 

- When doing UK VAT Return Check Box 6, IE 23 Std Rated Sales for a VAT Value. If 

there is a value then do a vatable journal to move it from output tax to output goods 

using 2241.  
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- When you want to do an Ireland VAT return take the report for the date or ledger 

month range to get the totals for Net and VAT values.  

- When you pay the Ireland VAT use Bank Payment UK 9 to 2240 to reduce balance 

owed.  

 


